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Automated classification of epileptic seizures surrogates the manual interventions required for analyzing
long-term electroencephalographic (EEG) signals and helps to speed up the treatment in epilepsy
patients. Developing a patient independent algorithm is a great challenge due to the differences in EEG
characteristics. Feature distribution among many subjects results in inter-subject variability, which leads
to poor classification performance. Therefore, in order to overcome this limitation, we have proposed a
novel adaptive median feature baseline correction (AM-FBC) method to update the feature distribution.
Two recently proposed features referred to as successive decomposition index (SDI) and matrix determi-
nant (MD) were extracted from 40 intensive care unit patients EEG at a segmentation length of 4 s with
50% overlap. We have investigated the influence of outliers removal and correction, AM-FBC, and post-
processing of classifier output to improve the seizure detection results. The classification was performed
using a support vector machine classifier with leave-one-subject-out cross-validation. With the applica-
tion of above-mentioned methods, the highest area under the curve (AUC) of 0.9663 (sensitivity S+ =
0.9661, specificity (S� = 0.8446) and 0.9812 S+ = 0.9822, S� = 0.8705) was achieved using SDI and MD fea-
tures respectively. Further, the AUC of 0.9593 (S+ = 0.9069, S� = 0.8695) was achieved when both SDI and
MD features were used with the application of the outliers correction method. The findings of the study
suggest (1) Outliers correction method does not improve results (2) AM-FBC enhances the results (3)
Post-processing method improved the classification results at least 2 to 5% and reduced false detections
(4) Lowering the outlier removal factor showed good AUC at the cost of loss of feature samples.

� 2020 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Epilepsy is a neurological disorder that affects the brain cortical
network that in turn affects one’s daily life [1]. It is a chronic dis-
ease that causes unprovoked recurrent seizures and is character-
ized by unpredictable seizures that leads to health problems
[2,3,1]. It is the fourth most common neurological disorder, which
affects 65 million people of all ages around the world [4]. In certain
critical situations, epilepsy patients undergo pre-surgical investi-
gation prior to surgery that determines the localization and nature
of a seizure. Seizures are a common occurrence in traumatic brain
injury patients in the intensive care unit (ICU) [5]. Although esti-
mates of the overall incidence of seizures in the ICU vary, the risk
of seizures is higher than in patients at other hospital departments,
perhaps with the exception of the emergency department [5]. One
of the goals of therapy in the ICU is to suppress seizures to obtain a
better patient outcome [5]. Monitoring the long-term electroen-
cephalographic (EEG) signals that belong to epilepsy patients is
essential for pre-surgical evaluation, which is found to be a tedious
and time-consuming process due to the need for visual interpreta-
tion. Accordingly, a reliable patient independent real-time epilep-
tic seizure detection model helps towards long-term monitoring
of patients with epilepsy. The high variability in time-varying
EEG characteristics between subjects leads to poor classification
performance [6,7]. Therefore, we propose an adaptive median
feature baseline correction (AM-FBC) method to reduce the
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inter-subject variability by making use of median values of
extracted features.

Several patient independent automatic detection of epileptic
seizure algorithms have been proposed in recent years. A
patient-specific model using wavelet packet based combined sei-
zure index revealed the sensitivity of 90.5%, a false detection rate
of 0.51/h and median detection delay of 7 s [8]. A threshold based
seizure detection method was proposed using the minimum vari-
ance modified fuzzy entropy showed classification accuracy of
100% [9]. Another threshold-based decision-making algorithm for
artifact removal showed good results using a support vector
machine (SVM) [10]. Subasi et al. [11] have compared the perfor-
mance of principal component analysis, independent component
analysis (ICA) and linear discrimination analysis for seizure detec-
tion using the SVM classifier. A patient-specific seizure detection
algorithm using wavelet decomposition and SVM classifier [12]
detected 131 of 139 seizures. Another patient-specific algorithm
using spectral parameters, time domain parameters, and wavelet
analysis predicted 14 of the 25 seizures [13]. The changes in
absence seizure were classified using permutation entropy [14].

Acharya et al. [15] showed the highest accuracy of 98.1% using
fuzzy classifier when classified using approximation entropy
(ApEn), sample entropy, phase entropy 1 and phase entropy 2. Fur-
ther, the application of different entropy methods has been
reviewed to differentiate normal, interictal, and ictal EEG signals
[16]. In [17–19], normal, pre-ictal, and seizure activities were clas-
sified using the convolution neural network. Automatic epilepto-
genic zone recognition and localization on scalp EEG using long-
term recurrent convolutional network showed the sensitivity,
specificity, and accuracy of 84.0%, 99.0%, and 99.0% respectively
[20]. Wave2Vec was proposed to learn the deep representation of
epileptic seizures temporal data [21]. Different transformation
techniques like discrete cosine transformation, singular value
decomposition, discrete wavelet transformation (DWT) were stud-
ied for epileptic seizure detection [22]. Improved correlation-based
feature selection method with random forest classifier achieved an
accuracy of 100.0% between normal and epileptic [23].
Mahalanobis-similarity-based feature extraction method using
extreme learning machine classifier showed an accuracy of
97.53% [24]. Classification of epileptic and non-epileptic EEG
events using time domain and frequency domain features achieved
an accuracy of 95.0% using Bayesian network [25]. Different algo-
rithms for analysis of epilepsy [26] and wavelet-based EEG pro-
cessing [27] for seizure detection have been reviewed. Different
entropy methods like log energy and norm entropy [28], approxi-
mate entropy [29,30], weighted permutation entropy [31], Renyi,
spectral, Shannon and wavelet entropy [32–34], sample and per-
mutation entropy [35], and sigmoid entropy [36] have been suc-
cessfully used for seizure detection. K-nearest neighbor entropy
estimator, log energy entropy, Shannon entropy, and Poincaré plot
parameters were extracted from Empirical mode decomposition
(EMD) [37]. Intrinsic mode functions from empirical wavelet trans-
form has been studied to improve time–frequency representation
of non-stationary signals in [38–40]. Time–frequency localization
of scaling functions and design of three-band biorthogonal linear
phase wavelet filter banks has been studied for classification of sei-
zure and seizure-free EEG signals [41,42].

In a recent study [7], feature normalization procedure based on
median decaying memory (MDM) showed promising improve-
ments towards seizure detection. In this method, in order to cor-
rect the feature baseline, initial 5 s of non-seizure EEG segment
was used. The same approach was applied in [6] using 1 min EEG
to update the baseline to evaluate seizure detection performance
in 17 ICU patients. Five feature normalization techniques, namely
MDM, mean memory, standard deviation memory, peak detector,
and signal range was applied to a line length feature that proved
MDM was outperformed [43]. Bogaarts et al. [44] have proposed
an algorithm to improve the area under the curve from 0.767 to
0.902 using average non-seizure feature values (ANSFV) and an
optimal threshold for feature baseline correction (FBC) and a Kal-
man filter to classifier output for post-processing. This feature nor-
malization based patient independent approach showed the AUC
of 0.90 and 0.93 for neonatal and adult patients respectively [45].
Further, Temko et al. [46] proposed post-processing of the SVM
classifier output using a central linear moving average filter
(MAF). Ahmed et al. [47] suggested a post-processing approach
using the MAX operator and MAF that significantly improved the
seizure detection results.

SVM classifier have been widely used for seizure detection stud-
ies [48,49,45,44,6,46,47,11,12]. In our recent study, successive
decomposition index (SDI) showed the highest sensitivity of
97.53% using the SVM classifier [50]. Further, matrix determinant
(MD) was evaluated on eleven classification problems derived from
University of Bonn database [51]. These two features have been
tested on the Ramaiah Medical College and Hospitals, CHB-MIT,
Temple University Hospital databases in our previous studies
[51,50]. Therefore, in this paper, we have used these two novel fea-
tures (SDI and MD) to validate against new EEG recordings using
the most widely used and suitable SVM classifier for seizure detec-
tion [50,51].

The significant contributions of our study are: (1) We have pro-
posed a novel approach called AM-FBC to reduce the inter-subject
variability in feature distribution (2) Effect of outliers removal and
correction (3) Effect of post-processing to improve the seizure
detection performance (4) Two recently proposed novel features,
namely SDI and MD were tested against new EEG recordings.

Fig. 1 depicts the flow of the proposed algorithm for the epilep-
tic seizure detection. The raw EEG recordings were pre-processed
using a notch filter and bandpass filter followed by artifacts
removal. The two features (SDI and MD) were classified using the
SVM classifier with leave-one-subject-out cross-validation fol-
lowed by post-processing.

The goal of this paper is to evaluate both the SDI and MD fea-
tures and the effects of baseline correction, outlier removal and
correction, and post-processing of the SVM classifier output on
classification performance. We hypothesize that the application
of the above-mentioned methods would improve the performance
of seizure detection using ICU EEG in epilepsy patients.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Clinical EEG recordings

The clinical data for the study were obtained from the Depart-
ment of Clinical Neurophysiology, Maastricht University Medical
Centre (MUMC+), Maastricht, The Netherlands for research pur-
pose after approved by the hospital ethics committee. The dataset
consists of 40 EEG registrations (22 female and 18 male) from an
ICU with the age ranges between 22 and 89 years with a mean
age of 54.47 years. The 19 unipolar electrodes Fp1, Fp2, F7, F3,
Fz, F4, F8, T3, C3, Cz, C4, T4, T5, P3, Pz, P4, T6, O1, and O2 were
placed according to International 10–20 system electrode configu-
ration. The scalp EEG was recorded using BrainLab EEG recording
system at a sampling rate of 250 Hz using a common average mon-
tage. In total, 21 h of EEG (mean duration 0.5243 h) consist of 1273
seizure epochs that varied per subject from 1 to 228 with a mini-
mum and maximum seizure duration of 12 s and 1949 s respec-
tively. The minimum duration of seizure epoch was considered
10 s as per the International Federation of Clinical Neurophysiology
[52]. Experts at MUMC + Hospital annotated the seizure and non-
seizure epochs. The EEG data was not scored in accordance to type



Fig. 1. The flow of the proposed seizure detection algorithm. The SVM classifier was trained using ðN � 1Þ subjects and tested on the left out subject. The adaptive median
coefficient estimated from the trained subject was used to correct the feature baseline of the test subject.
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of seizures. But in many seizures, the majority of the channels were
involved, so most seizures were generalized. Table A.3 shows the
EEG database details used for the proposed study.

2.2. Pre-processing

A 50 Hz IIR notch filter was applied to eliminate the power line
noise at 50 Hz and the EEG signals were bandpass filtered between
0.5 to 32 Hz. Further, ICA was applied to filtered EEG to eliminate
the artifacts like eye blinks, muscle artifacts, and electrode move-
ments [53]. The ICA toolbox available in EEGlab was used to
remove the artifacts [54].

2.3. Feature extraction

In this study, two features, namely SDI [50] and MD [51]
reported recently by our group were used for seizure detection.
One can refer to [50,51] for more details on these novel feature
extraction methods. Both features were extracted at a segmenta-
tion length of 4 s with 50% overlap.

2.3.1. Successive decomposition index
Consider the EEG time series x ¼ fx1; x2; x3; x4; . . . . . . ; xng, where

n is the total number of the EEG samples in the time series x. Since
the sampling frequency is 250 Hz, n becomes 1000 (4s x 250
samples).

In order to define SDI coefficients, first, we define two terms Xþ

and X� which are average of jxj and difference average of x respec-
tively. The coefficient Xþ is given by [50],

Xþ ¼ 1
n

Xn
i¼1

jxij ð1Þ

In the subsequent step, the second coefficient X� was calculated
by the iterative process. In the first level (xð1Þ), EEG samples were
arranged into n=2 non-overlapping pairs as shown below [50],

xð1Þ ¼ x1 � x2
2

;
x3 � x4

2
. . . :;

xn�3 � xn�2

2
;
xn�1 � xn

2

n o
ð2Þ

Here, if n is not a power of 2 then zeros can be padded towards
the end of the x which does not affect on results. After decomposi-
tion, xð1Þof length n=2 (n is updated in each level) is represented as
[50],

xð1Þ ¼ fxð1Þ1 ; xð1Þ2 ; . . . . . . ; xð1Þn=2�1; x
ð1Þ
n=2g ð3Þ

It can be simplified and written as follows,

XL
i ¼ xL2i�1 � xL2i

� �
=2 ð4Þ
The coefficient remained in the last level (L ¼ 3:33log10ðnÞ) of
decomposition was taken as X�.

Our next aim was to define two new terms Xþþ, and X�� using
Xþ and X� as follows [50],

Xþþ ¼ Xþ þ X�

2
ð5Þ

X�� ¼ Xþ � X�

2
ð6Þ

The square matrix A was formed using the four coefficients
Xþ;X�;Xþþ, and X�� as follows [50],

A ¼ Xþ X��

X� Xþþ

" #
ð7Þ

The basis for forming a square matrix and estimating determi-
nant of same for seizure detection was given in [51]. Thus, SDI
was calculated using determinant of the square matrix A [50].

SDI ¼ log10
n
L
ðXþXþþ � X�X��Þ

� �
ð8Þ

The term n=L is a scalar parameter. Our previous study [50] has
proven that SDI better tracks the seizure activity in EEG along with
the amplitudes of the EEG samples.

2.3.2. Matrix determinant
Our recent study [51] has proven that the amount of informa-

tion captured by matrix determinant during epileptic activity
increases its measure to acts as a biomarker to identify those
events.

The EEG time series were arranged sequentially to form a
square matrix by considering the total elements in the square
matrix represent a segmentation length. Let the EEG time series
be x ¼ fx1; x2; x3; x4; . . . . . . ; xng and apply absolute square i.e.

x ¼ xj j2. The absolute was taken because positive and negative
EEG samples gets vanishes when their magnitude is same. Defining
the matrix with an order of NðN ¼ r ¼ cÞ and sequentially arrange x
into matrix form as follows [51],

A ¼

x1 x2 :: xr
xrþ1 xrþ2 :: xrþr

x2rþ1 x2rþ2 :: x2rþr

: : :: :

xðr�1Þrþ1 xðr�1Þrþ2 :: xðr�1Þrþr

2
6666664

3
7777775

ð9Þ

where r and c are the square matrix order.
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The matrix determinant feature was estimated as follows [51],

MD ¼ log10 Aj j ð10Þ
In our study, the square matrix was formed with an order of 32

to estimate the determinant feature.
2.4. Outliers removal and correction

An outlier is a data sample that is distinctly separate from the
rest of the data [55,48]. It may be due to variability in the measure-
ment, electrode displacement, fluctuation in data and it may indi-
cate the experimental error. As reported in [55–57,48], it can be
noted that the outliers removal improves the classification results
for EEG signal classification without losing much diagnostic infor-
mation. In this study, we have applied outliers removal using
Tukey’s range test and outliers were replaced using different meth-
ods (refer to Table 1). According to Tukey’s range test [56], an out-
lier is an observation which is outside the range of ½Q1� k�
IQR;Q3þ k � IQR�, where k is a non-negative integer. Where, Q1
is 25th percentile, Q3 is 75th percentile and inter quartile range
(IQR) is the difference between Q3 and Q1. In our study, k was var-
ied as 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2 and 3 to study the effect of outliers removal on
classification results with respect to the percentage of loss of fea-
ture samples. For outliers correction approach, three methods for
detecting outliers, namely mean, median and quartiles were used.
The detected outliers were replaced using spline and nearest meth-
ods [58].
2.5. Adaptive median feature baseline correction

The high variability in time-varying EEG characteristics
between patients leads to poor classification performance [6,7].
Therefore, AM-FBC was proposed using the median values of fea-
tures SDI and MD. AM-FBC was applied individually for each fea-
ture and the procedure is give below:
Table 1
Different classification scenarios considered for the study.

Classification
scenario

Outliers removal and
correction

AM-FBC Post-
processing

1 No No No
No Yes

2 No Yes No
Yes Yes

3 Replace (Nearest- Mean) Yes No
Yes Yes

4 Replace (Spline-Median) Yes No
Yes Yes

5 Replace (Spline-Quartile) Yes No
Yes Yes

6 Yes (k = 3) Yes No
Yes Yes

7 Yes (k = 2) Yes No
Yes Yes

8 Yes (k = 1.5) Yes No
Yes Yes

9 Yes (k = 1) Yes No
Yes Yes

10 Yes (k = 0.5) Yes No
Yes Yes

Note: CS3 to CS5 are outliers correction and CS6 to CS10 are outliers removal
methods.
Spline and nearest are outlier correction methods. Median, Mean and Quartile are
outlier detect methods.
1. Consider the features of all the subjects f ðsub1; sub2; . . . :; subnÞ
from training data. Here, sub1; sub2 are subjects and f is a feature
(f may be SDI or MD).

2. Calculate the f ðMedianseizureÞ and f ðMediannon�seizureÞ of all the
training subjects using seizure and non-seizure feature respec-
tively. The length of the f ðMedianseizureÞ and f ðMediannon�seizureÞ
are the same as a number of subjects.

3. Estimate global median (f ðMedianglobalÞ) using median values of
seizure and non-seizure.
f ðMedianglobalÞ ¼ Medianff ðMedianseizureÞf ðMediannon�seizureÞg
ð11Þ
4. Now estimate the median of single subject f ðMediansubiÞ, where
i ¼ 1;2;3; . . . ;n subjects.

5. Now finding the adaptive median coefficient (k) using
f ðMedianglobalÞ and f ðMediansubiÞ.
k ¼ f ðMedianglobalÞ � f ðMediansubiÞ ð12Þ

6. Now correct the feature baseline of subi using k as follows:
f newi ¼ kþ f subi ð13Þ

7. Repeat step 4 to step 6 for all the training subjects ðnÞ.
8. Repeat step 4 to step 6 for the testing subjects using the

f ðMedianglobalÞ calculated from the training data.

The k can be either negative or positive depends on the inter-
subject median variability.

2.6. Classification

The classification of the proposed method was performed
using the SVM classifier due to its better performance in previous
studies [59,60,30,61,51,48,49]. During the simulation, the radial
basis function kernel showed better performance in terms of clas-
sification results. The classifier was assessed using leave-one-
subject-out cross-validation to achieve the robustness of the
method. The trained SVM classifier was tested on each single left
out subject and the process repeated so that all the subjects have
been used for testing. Further, SVM classifier tuning parameters
were set as follows in MATLAB 2018b: Kernel function = radial
basis function, Kernel Scale = 1, Box Constraint = 1, and Stan-
dardize = true.

The simulations were performed on MATLAB 2018b using 8 GB
RAM, CPU 2 GHz with an Intel i3 processor.
2.7. Post-processing

As reported in [46,47], post-processing was performed using a
5-tap MAF to the SVM classifier output. This helps to reduce the
random noise without disturbing the sharp step response during
seizure activity. The filtered output [0, 1] was compared with a
threshold of 0.5 to make the final decision as seizure and non-
seizure. After the threshold, the decision was made as seizure
and non-seizure if the threshold was greater than and less than
of 0.5 respectively. Post-processing of the classifier output helps
to reduce the false alarms in real-time seizure detection for ICU
patient monitoring.

2.8. Performance measures

The algorithm performance was calculated by the mean results
across all the 40 subjects using leave-one-subject-out cross valida-
tion. The algorithm was assessed using performance parameters,
namely sensitivity, specificity, the area under the curve (AUC)
and false detection rate (FDR).
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Sensitiv ity ðSþÞ ¼ TP
TP þ FN

ð14Þ
Specificity ðS�Þ ¼ TN
TN þ FP

ð15Þ

where, TP is seizure detected as seizure, FN is seizure detected as
non-seizure, TN is non seizure detected as non-seizure and FP is
non-seizure detected as seizure. The area under the receiver operat-
ing characteristic (ROC) curve was reported using sensitivity and
1-specificity. An FDR was calculated by using the ratio of a total
number of false detections to the total duration of the data in hours
in all the epochs.

2.9. Classification scenarios

The proposed seizure detection approach was evaluated using
10 different classification scenarios (CS) in terms of outliers
Fig. 2. (a) Raw EEG from subject 2. (b) Pre-processed EEG using a notch filter, bandpass fi
Spectrogram of pre-processed EEG from channel Fp2.
removal and correction, AM-FBC, and post-processing and same
is depicted in Table 1.
3. Results

3.1. Analysis of AM-FBC

Fig. 2 shows the example of the raw EEG signal, pre-processed
EEG and spectra of channel Fp2 from subject 2. The SDI and MD
values for all the 40 subjects were shown using the boxplot in
Figs. 3a & c respectively. The inter-subject variability in SDI and
MD features can be observed in most of the subjects (high variabil-
ity in subjects 3, 4, 10, 16, 22, 25, 27, 28, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37 38
and 39), which leads to poor classification performance. In order to
correct the feature baseline among different subjects, we have
applied a novel AM-FBC (refer to 2.5) and results are shown in
Figs. 3b & d for each subject. We observe that the SDI and MD
lter and ICA for artifacts removal. (c) Spectrogram of raw EEG from channel Fp2. (d)



Fig. 3. The boxplot of SDI and MD features for each subject before and after AM-FBC. The boxplot with black boxes indicates seizure and blue boxes indicates non-seizure. The
red + indicates the outliers which are beyond the whiskers. The horizontal blue line was drawn as a reference threshold using median values.
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features baseline was brought to a common range (indicated in a
horizontal line) after applying AM-FBC. We observe some overlap
between seizure and non-seizure in SDI and MD features for sub-
jects 4, 10, 12, 16, 21, 25, 27, 28, 30, 33, 34, 35 and 39, which
degrades the classification results. After AM-FBC for both SDI and
MD seizure and non-seizure features were significantly different
ðp < 0:05Þ when tested using a Wilcoxon rank sum test.

Fig. 4 shows the resultant features median values before and
after AM-FBC. In Fig. 4, the smooth line shows the median values
for actual SDI and MD features. It can be seen that high variation
of median values among different subjects. In addition, the overlap
between seizure and non-seizure median values can be observed
for both the features before the AM-FBC. The other line with a cir-
cle and plus shows the corrected median values after applying AM-
FBC.

3.2. Influence of post-processing

The effect of post-processing of the SVM classifier output is
depicted in Fig. 5. The post-processing mechanism involves a
5-tap MAF, thresholding, and binary decision. Figs. 5b & c shows
the SDI and MD features respectively for the EEG shown in
Fig. 5a. As one can observe that the false alarms in Fig. 5d are high
as compared to the ground truth results in Fig. 5g. The SVM classi-
fier output was smoothed using a 5-tap MAF for each channel and
applied a threshold at 0.5 as described in [62]. As a result of



Fig. 4. Median values of SDI and MD before and after AM-FBC. The x-axis is the median values that are sorted for better understanding.

Fig. 5. Effect of post-processing for seizure detection. (a) EEG signal belongs to channel P4. (b) & (c) Corresponding SDI and MD values of channel P4 respectively. (d) SVM
classifier output. (e) The smoothed output after a 5-tap MAF was applied on classifier output when classified using both SDI and MD. The threshold (red line) was set to 0.5 to
make a binary decision. (f) Binary decision after applying thresholding to smoothed output. (g) Ground truth, where 0 and 1 indicate non-seizure and seizure respectively.
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filtering, the false detections were reduced (refer to Fig. 5f) and the
output was closely matched with ground truth labels (refer to
Fig. 5g). The post-processing approach significantly improved the
classification results (p < 0:05) for seizure detection (refer to Fig. 8).

3.3. Seizure classification results

Fig. 6 shows the ROC curve for different classification scenarios.
The best ROC was obtained when both SDI and MD features were
classified and post-processing was applied. The estimated area
under the ROC curve for each classification scenario is reported
in Fig. 7. In the case of both SDI and MD features together, outliers
removal was excluded due to an imbalance number of feature seg-
ments in SDI and MD.

First, we discuss the classification results obtained using SDI
feature. The AUC of 0.6064 (S+ = 0.2307, S� = 0.9820) was achieved
when outliers removal, AM-FBC, and post-processing techniques
(CS1) were not applied. These poor results were due to the inter-
subject variability of SDI feature. In CS2, the AUC of 0.9062 (S+ =
0.8573, S� = 0.8567) was achieved with AM-FBC, without the out-
liers removal and post-processing. It was evident that AM-FBC
has a significant contribution to classification results. Further,
applying post-processing in CS2, the AUC increased to 0.9428 (S+

= 0.8722, S� = 0.8770). Hence, it was proven that the application
of AM-FBC and post-processing greatly improves seizure detection
and reduces the FDR.

In next CS3, CS4 and CS5, outliers were detected using median,
mean and quartiles methods respectively and filled using spline
and nearest methods [58]. Application of outliers correction meth-
ods resulted in the AUC of 0.9388, 0.9445, and 0.9445 for CS3, CS4,
and CS5 respectively when post-processing was used. Interest-
ingly, no distinct difference in terms of classification results was



Fig. 6. The ROC curve for different classification scenarios for the proposed method. (a) & (b) The ROC curve of SDI, (c) & (d) The ROC curve of MD, (e) & (f) The ROC curve
when both SDI and MD was used for classification. Left column: The ROC curve without post-processing, Right column: The ROC curve with post-processing. The CS
indicates classification scenario.
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observed with outliers and outliers correction methods (CS2 to
CS4). The AUC of 0.9072 (S+ = 0.8578, S� = 0.8566) and 0.9437 (S+

= 0.8734, S� = 0.8764) were obtained without and with post-
processing respectively when k ¼ 3 (CS6) for outliers removal
which was same as the presence of outliers (CS2). Using the
k ¼ 2;1:5;1 and 0:5, for CS7, CS8, CS9, and CS10 the AUC of
0.9470 (S+ = 0.8742, S� = 0.8758), 0.9525 (S+ = 0.8805, S� =
0.8776), 0.9627 (S+ = 0.8984, S� = 0.8805), and 0.9663 (S+ =
0.9661, S� = 0.8446) was obtained respectively. We observe that
the AUC increases as the k value decrease that implies more loss
the feature samples. Even though the highest AUC was
achieved for CS10 (k ¼ 0:5), the S� drops to 0.8446 which is not a
good sign.

Similar observations were made when the MD feature was used
for classification. The AUC of 0.9332, 0.9000, 0.9475, 0.9476 was
obtained for CS2 to CS5 respectively with post-processing. Further,
the highest AUC of 0.9757 (S+ = 0.9791, S� = 0.8636) and 0.9812 (S+

= 0.9822, S� = 0.8705) was achieved with k ¼ 0:5 (CS10) for with-
out and with post-processing respectively.

The AUC was increased to 0.9158 and 0.9556 without and with
post-processing respectively when both SDI and MD features (CS2)
were used for classification. Further, the AUC of 0.9619 (S+ =
0.9434, S� = 0.8561), 0.9592 (S+ = 0.9062, S� = 0.8702), and 0.9593
(S+ = 0.9069, S� = 0.9069) were obtained for CS3, CS4, and CS5
respectively using post-processing which was better as compared
to results obtained using SDI and MD alone.

Fig. 8 shows the comparison of AUC obtained in case of with and
without outliers removal, AM-FBC, and post-processing on SDI and
MD features. The overall results from different CS conclude that the
application of outliers removal and correction, AM-FBC and post-
processing plays a significant role (p < 0:05) in improving classifi-
cation results.



Fig. 7. Classification results in different CS obtained using the proposed seizure detection approach. First row (a): SDI results, Second row (b): MD results, Third row (c):
Results when both SDI and MD were combined. First column: Sensitivity (S+), Second column: Specificity (S�), Third column: AUC, and Fourth column: FDR. The X-tick
labels indicate different classification scenarios.

Fig. 8. Significance comparison in terms of with and without outliers removal, AM-FBC, and post-processing on SDI and MD features. p < 0:05ð�Þ; p < 0:01ð��Þ;
p < 0:001ð� � �Þ.
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4. Discussion

4.1. Effect of outliers removal

We have investigated the effect of outliers on classification
results and loss of diagnostic information. In order to accomplish
this task, we have considered the CS 6 to 10 and corresponding
AUC. The percentage of the feature samples lost after outliers
removal was taken into account for the analysis. Fig. 9 shows the
effect of outlier removal on AUC and percentage of feature samples
lost. As it can be seen, the highest AUC of 0.9663 and 0.9812 was
obtained for k ¼ 0:5 using SDI and MD features respectively. How-
ever, 17% of the feature samples were lost as compared to the orig-
inal feature set. Similarly, a minimum of 0.3% of samples were lost
for k ¼ 3 and showed AUC of 0.9023. We observe that as the outlier
removal factor k increases, the AUC and percentage of loss of fea-
ture samples decreases. In other words, the lower the k, the higher
the classification results and loss of diagnostic information. As an
optimal setting, k ¼ 1:5 can be used for real-time application as
that was resulted in the AUC of 0.958 with 1% of samples lost. It
concludes that outliers removal factor must be chosen carefully
in order to avoid losing diagnostic information.

4.2. Effect of a moving average filter

The length of the MAF for post-processing needs to be chosen
properly. If the length of the filter is higher, it tends to a delay in
seizure detection and short seizures will be missed out. The lower



Fig. 9. (a) Effect of outliers removal on classification results (AUC). (b) Percentage of feature samples lost. The x-axis varied with different k values such as 0:5;1;1:5;2 and 3.

Fig. 10. Effect of threshold in post-processing on sensitivity and specificity. Threshold was varied between 0.1 and 0.9.
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length of the filter will not improve the classification results but
ideal for lower detection delay. In our study, it needs a delay of
10 s (5th order filter x segmentation length of 4 s = 20 s, due to
50% overlap it becomes 10 s data) to produce classification output
of MAF. The 10 s criteria is the same as a minimum seizure dura-
tion considered as per International Federation of Clinical Neuro-
physiology (refer to 2.1) [52]. Hence, our classification results
suggest that a 5-tap MAF would be ideal to avoid limitations such
as higher detection delay and lower classification performance.
4.3. Effect of threshold in post-processing

With the goal of achieving an acceptable trade-off between sen-
sitivity and specificity, threshold must be fixed accordingly. Fig. 10
shows graph of sensitivity and specificity versus different thresh-
old for post-processing. The higher the sensitivity for lower thresh-
old value results in poor specificity and in contrary for higher
threshold values. In order to achieve the good trade-off between
sensitivity and specificity, a threshold of 0.5 found to be optimal
selection. Further, a threshold of 0.5 provides an equal justification
to both the classes (seizure and non-seizure) being a mid-point.
4.4. Comparison with other studies

The comparison was restricted to the studies that have used
either or both FBC and post-processing for seizure detection.
Ahmed et al. [47] have proven that the post-processing of the
SVM classifier output improved the seizure detection rate. Simi-
larly, Temko et al. [46] have used the central linear MAF followed
by logical OR operation with collar technique to increase the sei-
zure detection rate and reduce the false detection. In [47,46],
post-processing was applied using a 9-tap and 15-tap MAF respec-
tively, which leads to a delay in the final decision of seizure detec-
tion. Further, Bogaarts et al. have used a Kalman filter for post-
processing in his three studies [45,44,6] proving the need for
post-processing and a Kalman smoother for features before classi-
fication. Logesparan et al. [43] have proven MDM was better
among five methods and improved classification results seen in
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[6]. In [7], bitwise logical OR operator was applied on classification
output which was obtained from DWT based 65 features. In total,
55 [46,47], 65 [7] and 103 [45,44,6] features were used that leads
to the computational expense of the overall algorithm during fea-
ture extraction and classification. The results presented in Table 2
shows that the proposed method outperformed other state-of-the-
art methods in terms of classification results.

In case of real-time seizure detection, latency of seizure detec-
tion also matters to avoid any damages caused to patient. As dis-
cussed in previous studies [8,63,62] latency of seizure detection
is one of the key metric. The algorithm used to calculate the fea-
tures and the subsequent classification of the data is possible
within 4 s. Therefore, patient treatment can be considered on short
notice.

4.5. Significant findings of the study

The significant findings and contributions of our study are sum-
marized as follows:

1. A novel AM-FBC was proposed to overcome the inter-subject
variability in feature distribution and a 5-tap MAF for post-
processing of the SVM classifier.

2. We observed a significant difference in terms of median val-
ues of SDI and MD features before and after AM-FBC.

3. Outliers removal method outperformed outliers correction
method.

4. The lower outlier removal factor (say k ¼ 0:5) results in high
loss of feature samples with improved classification results.

5. When outliers were removed with k ¼ 0:5, specificity
started decreasing as compared to results of k ¼ 1.

6. The classification results revealed that the FDR reduces
when post-processing was applied.

7. As compared to the studies [46,47,7,45,44,6] that have used
multiple features for seizure detection, our proposed algo-
rithm has shown better classification results using a single
feature leading to computationally efficient, which is an
ideal for real-time application.

8. The MD performs better than SDI without post-processing
and contrary with post-processing (refer to Fig. 9)
revealing post-processing has more effect on SDI compared
to MD.

9. We have already proven that SDI and MD were computa-
tionally efficient in our previous studies [51,50]. AM-FBC
and post-processing are simple steps leading to computa-
tionally efficient algorithms. Starting from pre-processing
to post-processing for off-line seizure detection of a single
subject takes on average 2.6 s.

10. Overall, the results of the study suggest that AM-FBC and
post-processing has an effect on seizure classification
results.

4.6. Clinical significance

This study mainly focuses on FBC to reduce the feature distribu-
tion variation using AM-FBC, which has major impact on improv-
ing the classification results. Developed algorithm will help to
monitor the epilepsy patients admitted to ICU. Further, it reduces
the manual intervention of experts for analyzing long term EEG
signals.

4.7. Limitations and future direction

For this study, we only used short duration EEG recordings from
MUMC. From this it is unknown if there are drawbacks using these
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classifiers for long-term recordings as in continuous recording on
the ICU. Further, outliers removal results in loss of diagnostic infor-
mation even though good classification results were obtained.
Classification of artifacts and epileptiform activities was not done
in our study where that has a significant contribution to reduce
false detection. As a future expansion, long-term EEG recording
will be used to validate the proposed algorithm. Further, deep
learning neural network will be explored for seizure detection.
5. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a novel algorithm called AM-FBC to
correct the inter-subject variability in feature distribution for
patient-independent seizure detection algorithm in ICU EEG. The
results suggest that the application of AM-FBC, outliers removal
and post-processing revealed the AUC of 0.9663 and 0.9822 using
SDI and MD features respectively. Further, we found that the lower
the outlier removal factor improved the seizure detection perfor-
mance at the cost of loss of feature samples. This study has proven
that two novel features SDI and MD were capable of detecting sei-
Table A.3
EEG database details used for the study.

Subject
#

No. channels has
seizures

Age
(years)

Gender Record length
(h)

Number of se
epochs

1 4 68 M 0.3694 38
2 19 27 M 0.3472 21
3 2 33 F 0.3361 4
4 2 61 F 0.5861 29
5 5 56 F 0.8028 21
6 1 47 F 0.4111 1
7 4 84 M 0.7389 8
8 19 75 F 0.7361 56
9 9 22 M 0.4556 9
10 4 57 F 1.1333 8
11 2 65 F 0.4528 4
12 19 65 M 0.6583 26
13 3 46 F 0.3278 3
14 2 76 M 0.5000 38
15 19 40 F 0.4639 52
16 19 49 F 0.3861 44
17 2 50 F 0.3444 4
18 4 40 M 0.4000 4
19 19 49 F 0.8028 43
20 19 49 F 1.5750 43
21 3 66 M 0.5500 12
22 3 29 M 0.3333 30
23 3 62 M 0.4556 9
24 12 43 M 0.7306 228
25 11 40 F 0.6472 44
26 5 71 M 0.3667 10
27 14 84 F 0.4500 224
28 19 71 F 0.3611 76
29 2 89 F 0.5167 14
30 3 79 F 0.5361 3
31 5 29 F 0.3111 9
32 3 59 M 0.4472 3
33 19 83 M 0.5194 114
34 7 46 F 0.7111 39
35 3 23 F 0.3417 15
36 19 46 F 0.3556 19
37 5 50 M 0.4639 10
38 19 27 F 0.3389 38
39 4 68 M 0.3722 8
40 3 62 M 0.3344 12
zures on new EEG dataset leading to algorithm generalization and
robustness.
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Appendix A

See Table A.3.
izure Mean duration of
seizure (s)

Min duration of
seizure (s)

sMax duration f
seizure (s)

57.92 21 102
125.19 121 184
79.75 29 111
85.72 39 157
35.42 29 42
115 115 115
79.62 53 116
62.35 24 135
311 262 484
950 26 1949
55 38 76
147.57 43 171
31 31 31
33.26 17 43
80.43 38 194
55.51 34 124
132 131 134
87.50 32 106
55.5 34 124
55.5 34 124
140.33 124 150
20.1 20 36
112.33 106 117
19.89 25 32
59 24 119
169 169 169
44.43 18 82
74.25 15 125
84.71 49 135
90 90 90
13.77 13 16
79 79 79
17 12 29
111.6 26 142
45.2 39 52
79 79 79
12 12 12
12 12 12
164.5 150 179
91.5 79 119
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